
EGO 
SMART
A passionate dialogue
between you and
your home.



STYLE EXPRESSES YOUR PERSONALITY.
THE HOME REVEALS YOUR STYLE. 

EGO  WILL REVEAL
WHO YOU ARE
INSIDE
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A sophisticated connected ecosystem
With the Connected Smart Home devices of ChoruSmart, GEWISS inaugurates a new range of
solutions and connected systems designed to simplify all the home’s functions.

The result is an evolved ecosystem that heightens the in-home experience, driving it towards a
more engaging, multi-sensorial dimension.

A host of versatile devices, consisting of EGO SMART plates, axial buttons, battery-free 
ECO push-button panels, connected sensors and actuators, that enhance any action within 
the domestic environment, expanding the everyday experience and combining practical 
information along with comfort and automation.

THE ENCHANTMENT
OF HARMONY 

The perfect dialogue
EGO SMART is the meeting point
between design and personality.
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Alluring shapes

PURITY OF
STYLE AND
FUNCTIONALITY 

The plate has evolved. EGO SMART goes beyond pure
aesthetics and becomes a functional and interactive element
of the home. As attractive as a traditional GEWISS plate,
EGO SMART has an additional coloured LED light perimeter
illumination system and an integrated graphic display.
Visualising data is more stimulating and keeping an eye on the
functions of the house even smarter. 

The display is dynamic: the text messages scroll on the plate 
and the icons change shape to indicate the various commands 
activated. A band of coloured light lights up the edges: each colour 
has a different significance.

Reduced
thicknesses

Opaline profiles for
a pleasant, uniform
diffusion of light

Display not visible
when the plate is
switched off

Modern
lines

External
LED illumination

Display with dynamic icons
and scrolling text messages

Internal
LED illumination

Proximity
sensor
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UNIQUE ELEGANCE, 
INFINITE 
POSSIBILITIES
All the functions at a glance

The plate functionalities may vary based on the connected devices present in the system.

With EGO SMART all it takes is a glance to manage and monitor all the
home’s environments. The plate dialogues with the smart devices and 
sensors present in the home and provides information on the system 
status and the functions of the commands installed. 
A huge leap forward in the quality of daily life.

SAFETY
Alarm signals
  Water leakage
  Gas and smoke detection
  Exceedance of humidity levels

MONITORING
Assistance for home management
  Welcome and goodbye scenarios
  Status of lights (on/off)
  Status of windows (open/closed)

COMFORT
Stand-by display
  Temperature
  Hour

SUSTAINABILITY
Efficient management of the home
  Exceedance of consumption thresholds
  Status of loads
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EGO SMART triggers positive emotions thanks to its clean and simple
lines. The slightly curved surface and reduced thickness towards the edges
transmit a sensation of balance and purity. The opaline profiles inside
the plate, which diffuse LED light, are also offered in the EGO version
and add a discreet element of identity. Each detail is designed to ensure
attractiveness, personality and clarity of interpretation.

THE POWER OF 
EMOTION
The details of a memorable design 

VERSIONS
The plates are offered in two versions:

EGO SMART

Connected, illuminable, equipped
with smart display and proximity
sensor.

Available both in 3 and 4 modules
rectangular shape and in 2 modules
square shape for the international
standard. 

EGO

Traditional, to complete the home system
matching the EGO SMART plates.

Available in 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 modules
rectangular shape and 2, 2+2 (horizontal and
vertical), 2+2+2 (horizontal) modules square
shape for the international standard. 

PRECIOUS FINISHING
Three thematic lines of plates to match perfectly with ChoruSmart devices.
A total of 12 colours, all with satin finishes:

Soft colours
to match the white satin-finish
button key

Neutral colours
ideal with the satin-finish natural beige
button key

Dark colours
perfect with the satin-finish black
button key
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The emotion of light 

SOFT 
COLOURS
Soft colours embody the purest lines in furnishing and design. They add an
accent to a wide range of styles, from the most decorative to the most minimal,
from the most personal to the most technological.

  Material: technopolymer
  Finish: satin
  Suggested pairing: white satin-finish button key

Tommaso Landolfi - Writer and poet

White is the
brash colour of modesty

Satin whiteSteel ClayMagnetic gray
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Natural beigeLight bronze Dark sandSoft copperGold

Prestigious by nature

NEUTRAL 
COLOURS
Neutral tones bring warmth, tactile sensations and express an affinity with
natural elements. Their sophistication transforms interiors into tasteful and
versatile spaces.

Fabrizio Caramagna - Writer

Beige is not a colour, it is a
declaration of balance

  Material: technopolymer
  Finish: satin
  Suggested pairing: natural beige satin-finish button key
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Timeless attraction

DARK 
COLOURS
The dark colours offer mystery and seduction. Their tones add strength,
highlight contrasts and satisfy those seeking timeless luxury and sophistication.

Coco Chanel - Fashion designer

When I find a colour darker than
black, I will wear it. But until then, I’m
wearing black!

  Material: technopolymer
  Finish: satin
  Suggested pairing: black satin-finish button key

Satin blackBrown shade Copper
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Perfect alignment
The button keys are always aligned,
even after their activation

Illuminated diffusers
To locate button keys in the dark
or to indicate their functions using
interchangeable icons

Functionality
The button keys control and regulate
lights, roller shutters and scenarios 
and give notification of any anomalies 
in the loads

They are completed by any
ChoruSmart plate
ONE, GEO, EGO/EGO SMART,
LUX and ICE

A TOUCH 
OF LUMINOUS 
PURITY

Available in five colour variations
Two with a glossy finish: white and 
titanium, and three with a satin finish: 
white, natural beige and black

Traditional auxiliary control units
To extend and replicate the control of 
the connected modules

Connected control units
With embedded radio module and 
auxiliary inputs to connect non-smart 
devices and double their functions

Reduced stroke
Axial control units have a limited movement
range as they act on microswitches

Tactile comfort
Thanks to the reduced stroke of the button
keys, and the lightness of pressure required
to activate them 

Low noise
The soft-click activation
is similar to that of digital controls 

Modularity
One-module button keys are practical and
space-saving, two-module button keys
are ideal for activating frequently used
commands

CONNECTED COMMANDS
ACTIVATED AXIALLY

The connected, axially activated control units make the
ChoruSmart ecosystem exclusive and alluring.

The button keys remain aligned even after they have been
pressed. They permit the control of all the home’s functions

while adding a sophisticated, modern style. 

ERGONOMICS
The entire surface of the button key is active. For perfect control, it can 
be enabled at any point: top, bottom or in the middle. 

RANGE
Axial commands offer a very broad 
range of versions, modularities, 
colours and finishes. 
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MORE FUNCTIONS
IN LESS SPACE
Smart solutions for your home
The connected axial control units are smart devices with innovative features: in 
addition to their original function they are able to add new functions and control 
points to the home system, without requiring additional installation spaces. In 
addition, when used in a EGO SMART plate, with SHIFT mode activated, the 
functionality of the control units doubles.

Each connected control unit 
can perform many more 
functions than any other:

EXAMPLE OF MULTI-FUNCTIONALITY: 5 CONTROLS IN 1 EXAMPLE OF ACTIVATION 
AND OPERATION OF THE 
FUNCTION

SHIFT 1 The display icons indicate the original 
functions associated with the controls 
installed in the plate.

When the timeout expires or the proximity 
sensor is covered again, the original functions 

are returned to display.

Roller-shutter 
control

Light 2
control

Light 1 
control

Relax 
scenario control

3

Dimmer 
control

Leaving home 
scenario control

The display icons show the extended functions 
for each control unit.  2 Cover the proximity sensor to activate 

the SHIFT function.
Traditional control unit 

(non-smart)
Traditional control unit 

(non-smart)

Connected  
roller-shutter 

module

Roller-shutter 
control

Dimmer (increase)
Dimmer (decrease)

Entrance 
scenario

Reading 
scenario

Up to 5 controls in 1
• Connected dimmer 

module
• Connected roller-

shutter module

Up to 6 controls in 1
• 2 commands 

connected module

Up to 4 controls in 1
• Connected 2-way 

switch module

32
Control additional functions 
to the original functions (with 
EGO SMART plate and SHIFT 
mode activated).

Replicate the command 
or send generic wireless 
commands to the system 
(eg: scenarios), thanks to the 
option of connecting up to 2 
traditional control units (non-
smart).

54

4

1

Control the associated load 
(eg: lights, dimmer, blinds, etc.).1 5

32
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CONNECTED
SMART HOME

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

For optimum comfort, you can control the temperature in
your home and intervene even if you are out of the house.

ALARM SIGNALLING

Receive alarm notifications on your smartphone and on
the EGO SMART plate display. For example: in the event

of water leakages, gas leakages or a window left open.

CONTROL VIA SMARTPHONE

You can control and manage every room via your
smartphone and the Home Gateway App, even when

you are away from home.

VOICE COMMANDS

Using your favourite voice assistant
– Alexa or Google Assistant – you can
manage your home with simple voice
commands. Also ideal for people with
mobility and functional impairment.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Consumption, historical trends and load control can be
displayed in real time.

The evolution of the traditional system
Connected Smart Home by ChoruSmart offers innovative solutions for the advanced
connectivity requirements of today’s home. The traditional wired system is enhanced by
the addition of radio technology, used to connect all smart devices, creating a unique and
up-to-date experience for each user. Controlling lights, roller shutters, motorised awnings
and controlled sockets, managing scenarios and temperature, visualising consumption
and historical trends has never been easier and safer thanks to Connected Smart Home
solutions.

UPDATABLE AND SCALABLE SYSTEM

Thanks to wireless technology, the devices in the Smart Home
Connected range allow you to add new functions to a traditional
system, without any need for masonry work, like the ECO push-button
panel that does not require a power supply or electrical connections. It
is the ideal solution for systems that need to be renovated, and for new
systems.
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One App for the whole house
The Home Gateway app allows you to manage your entire home, 
from system configuration to operation.
A single App for professional and user.

YOUR HOME 
IN YOUR HAND 

Home Gateway Home Gateway App

Thanks to modern and
streamlined graphics 

Thanks to access to
each function with a
maximum of two taps
on the display 

Thanks to the scrolling
Home Page where the
whole house can be
monitored at a glance 

A simple and intuitive, 
guided installation, to 
associate each connected 
device to the home 
system.

Customisation of the LED 
backlighting colours for 
the EGO SMART plates 
and settings for night and 
stand-by operating modes

System configuration

Choice of graphic icons to be associated with the 
devices installed and display them on the EGO SMART 
plates
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Receive notifications about the 
status of the system and individual
connected loads 

Customise and run a great number of 
scenarios (up to 16)

EGO SMART GEWISS | 27

USING IT IS 
CHILD’S PLAY
What you can do with the App

Monitor the overall consumption of 
the house or individual appliances

View information about
sensors and technical
alarms 

Customise the App 
with pictures of 
the house used as 
background images for 
each page

Manage every function
inside and outside the
home 

Manage and control
the status of lighting,
controlled sockets,
roller shutters and
motorised awnings
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EGO EGO SMART

NEUTRAL COLOURS

Natural beige
(Cod. ...NB)

Light bronze
(Cod. ...BR)

Dark sand
(Cod. ...DS)

Soft copper
(Cod. ...CS)

Gold
(Cod. ...SG)

NEUTRAL COLOURS

Natural beige
(Cod. ...SNB)

Light bronze
(Cod. ...SBR)

Dark sand
(Cod. ...SDS)

Soft copper
(Cod. ...SCS)

Gold
(Cod. ...SSG)

DARK COLOURS

Copper
(Cod. ...CP)

Satin black
(Cod. ...DB)

Brown shade
(Cod. ...BS)

DARK COLOURS

Copper
(Cod. ...SCP)

Satin black
(Cod. ...SDB)

Brown shade
(Cod. ...SBS)

SOFT COLOURS

Steel
(Cod. ...ST)

Satin white
(Cod. ...PW)

Magnetic gray
(Cod. ...GR)

Clay
(Cod. ...CY)

120

90

8.7 Steel
(Cod. ...SST)

SOFT COLOURS

Satin white
(Cod. ...SPW)

Magnetic gray
(Cod. ...SGR)

Clay
(Cod. ...SCY)

120

90

8.7
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A combination of colours, materials, finishes and shapes
that use the same support. A mosaic of technology,
elegance and performance that satisfies every taste and
need, whatever configuration is chosen and installed.

FLEXIBLE

A complete domestic range, able to satisfy all
application and function needs. It guarantees solutions 
ranging from Traditional to Connected Smart Home and 
Home&Building Pro. It offers numerous building control 
options, from traditional push-button control units - axial, 
rocker or soft-click - to touch buttons, and from connected 
control units to voice commands and the convenience of 
app-based controls.

SCALABLE

Axial and rocker button keys are compatible with all supports (smart
and traditional) and with all the ChoruSmart plates.

Smart support for rectangular boxes,
durable yet slimline, optimised for the
EGO SMART plates. Also compatible
with the rest of the ChoruSmart plates.

Standard support for rectangular
boxes, robust and compact, suitable for
all the plates: ONE, GEO, EGO, LUX and 
ICE.

Axial button keys Rocker button keys

Smart
support

Axial button keys

Rocker button keys

ONE 
plates

GEO
plates

EGO
plates

LUX
plates

ICE
plates

EGO SMART
plates

Standard 
support

ChoruSmart combines Italian design,
cutting-edge technology and advanced features.A unique solution

for every style. Timeless
SUPPORTS FOR PLATES

BUTTON KEYS

The Connected Smart Home solutions offer a wide 
and complete variety of smart functions for residential 
applications, with intuitive user control. Ideal for both new 
buildings and renovations.

CONNECTED
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GEWISS S.p.A. 
Registered Office: Via A. Volta, 1
24069 CENATE SOTTO BG - Italy
Tel. +39 035 946 111 - Fax +39 035 945 222
gewiss@gewiss.com - www.gewiss.com 

Single shareholder company - Bergamo Business Register/VAT/Tax Code (IT) 00385040167
Economic and Administrative Index 107496 - Share Capital 60,000,000.00 EUR fully paid up
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Visit www.gewiss.com and follow us on:


